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Day-runners transported important messages in ancient Greece
Why didn’t they have radios?

“People listening to a radio in ancient Greece” as imagined by a stable diffusion model
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Why didn’t the ancient Greeks pioneer radio communication?
Technology is everywhere!

—how did we learn to manipulate nature around us?
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A STORY OF INVENTION AND DISCOVERY
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How did scientific discoveries come about?
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The wires are not connected to anything!!

*They just pass by a rotating magnet*
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[Image of cellular phone with an antenna]
Where does the radio signal come from?

It is produced by the antenna in the cellphone!
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“Rapidly oscillating electricity produces radio waves.”

Our world works because we know a lot about it

“Without electricity, trains, planes, phones, elevators, A/Cs are impossible!”

That’s why the ancient Greeks did not have radios!

They did not even know radios were possible!
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"Where does electricity come from?"

"It is generated by atoms of Uranium the size of a millionth-billionth of a foot."
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Today we have mobile phones
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“If a large complicated thing seems mysterious, open it up and see if its parts are less mysterious”
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2007–2011: Fell in love with electronics during high school

Home-made electronics (from scratch) in my parents’ basement
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Convincing mum that it's safe wasn't easy …
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Learned a lot about theoretical physics: from the very large to the very small
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Since September 2022:
Postdoc at the Enrico Fermi Institute

Studying the laws of the microcosm, and particles from outer space.
How did we get that far?
Right outside this lecture hall

Until 6:00 pm today